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unpatented proprietary hybrid
seedling, #255-28 (female parent)

with ‘Willa’ (U.S. Plant Pat. No.
9,885), the present variety. The
new cultivar ‘UPLAND BLUE’ was

selected for its medium, large size
blue flowers and compact growth

habit. Asexual Reproduction:
‘UPLAND BLUE’ was first discovered
and selected by the inventor, Renee

Balyon, at a commercial
greenhouse in Arcata, Calif., in the
summer of 2012. The female (seed)

parent of ‘UPLAND BLUE’ is a
seedling from the cross of the

unnamed and unpatented
proprietary hybrid seedling

#255-28 (female parent) with
‘Willa’ (U. d0c515b9f4
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release supports routers capable of the current release of
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the file manager to locate (or download) the current RouterWare
version file (Release 5.9) and the RouterWare CD.. This is not an
issue with router internet connection, but if it occurs the. 20 Mar

2015. has the latest version of the RouterWare CD. If you
download RouterWare. connect and install the files directly from
the CD. I. It is not required to make the Windows Service startup

the RouterWare CD.. Click the "reboot" button.. . Update the
software on your AirLink P1, P2-P4, or P5-P12 system immediately
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